Water/hydrocarbon interfaces: effect of hydrocarbon branching on single-molecule relaxation.
Water/hydrocarbon interfaces are studied using molecular dynamics simulations in order to understand the effect of hydrocarbon branching on the dynamics of the system at and away from the interface. A recently proposed procedure for studying the intrinsic structure of the interface in such systems is utilized, and dynamics are probed in the usual laboratory frame as well as the intrinsic frame. The use of these two frames of reference leads to insight into the effect of capillary waves at the interface on dynamics. The systems were partitioned into zones with a width of 5 A, and a number of quantities of dynamical relevance, namely, the residence times, mean squared displacements, the velocity auto correlation functions, and orientational time correlations for molecules of both phases, were calculated in the laboratory and intrinsic frames at and away from the interface. For the aqueous phase, translational motion is found to be (a) diffusive at long times and not anomalous as in proteins or micelles, (b) faster at the interface than in the bulk, and (c) faster upon reduction of the effect of capillary waves. The rotational motion of water is (a) more anisotropic at the interface than in the bulk and (b) dependent on the orientation of the covalent O-H bond with respect to the plane of the interface. The effect of hydrocarbon branching on aqueous dynamics was found to be small, a result similar to the effect on the interfacial water structure. The hydrocarbon phase shows a larger variation for all dynamical probes, a trend consistent with their interfacial structure.